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Abstract
We present a model of Martin-Lo¨f type theory that includes both dependent
products and the identity type. It is based on the category of small categories,
with cloven Grothendieck bifibrations used to model dependent types. The
identity type is modelled by a path functor that seems to have independent
interest from the point of view of homotopy theory. We briefly describe this
model’s strengths and limitations.
1. Introduction
The last few years have seen a flurry of activity in the semantics of Martin-
Lo¨f’s identity type, based on the fruitful relationship with path objects in ho-
motopy theory.
In this paper we present such a model of identity types in Martin-Lo¨f type
theory which has both desirable features of including dependent products and
having introduction-elimination operators that are stable under substitution.
Moreover our presentation is very concrete, and calculations in the model are
fairly easy; in particular no use whatsoever is made of factorization systems,
which have been a favored technique in the semantics of identity types [1, 19].
This work was first presented at the Makkaifest in Montreal in June 2009.
Among the other models that were being developed contemporaneously or semi-
contemporaneously, one deserves special mention [5]. Not only does the con-
struction of the simplicial path object described in that paper very much resem-
ble ours—this is not a big surprise, since our model is built on small categories,
and a category is a special kind of simplicial set—but also one of its important
ingredients is what we have called a triangulator in the present paper. One ad-
ditional interesting aspect of [5] is that an axiomatic framework is presented for
path objects. Our own model almost fits that framework, but not quite, which
suggests the existence of a more general framework, that would encompass both
approaches. This axiomatic framework also suggests a way to obtain the present
model (or something very close to it) by the means of a factorization system.
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Independently of its type-theoretical interest, our model seems to have sig-
nificant interest in the homotopy theory of categories, a subject we intend to
investigate.
2. What we are looking for
What follows is the structure we will require on a category C in order to get
a model of dependent type theory with an identity predicate. There is nothing
original here, except that the presentation is optimized for our purposes.
The first categorical models of dependent types [2] relied on a class of maps
F of C with the following properties.
• C has a terminal object,
• All isos in C are in F ,
• F is closed under pullbacks by arbitrary morphisms of C .
We will try to use the following notation consistently. We try as much as we
can to denote a map X of F as something like
X : X ÝÑ A ,
where the name of its domain is obtained by overlining the map’s name, but
the codomain can look arbitrary. Given the above along with an arbitrary
f : B Ñ A the pullback operation is denoted by
f˚X //
f˚X

X
X

B
f
// A
(1)
The members of F are most often called display maps but we prefer to call
them abstract fibrations, and we will often just say fibrations when the context
is clear.
The intuition should be clear and has been used in geometry since the early
fifties: given X as above, it is thought of as dependent family pXaqaPA, and
in a concrete category of sets-with-structure the Xa are just the fibers X
´1paq.
The pullback operation corresponds to substitution: given f as above, then f˚X
models the family pXfpbqqbPB .
The maps of F that have the terminal object 1 as codomains correspond to
ordinary, non-dependent types. In many models all maps to the terminal are in
F , but this does not have to be the case in general. Notice that since syntactic
entities are built by an inductive process that starts with non-dependent types,
the only objects A of C that appear in the interpretation of a syntactical system
are those for which there is a chain A Ñ ¨ Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ 1 of display maps to the
terminal object. Abstract fibrations whose codomain is a terminal will be just
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denoted by the source of the domain, since they just correspond to objects of
C and the overline notation becomes cumbersome.
Let 2 denotes the category with two objects and one arrow between them.
Thus C 2 is the familiar category whose objects are maps and whose arrows are
commutative squares. It is profitable to think of F as the full subcategory of
C 2, whose objects are the abstract fibrations. The axiom of stability under
pullbacks means that the composite
F // C 2
Cod // C (2)
of the inclusion functor with the codomain functor is a “large” Grothendieck
fibration1. In this context it is natural to call the maps of abstract fibrations
that are pullback squares Cartesian maps or squares. In the ordinary world of
independent type, the categorical version of a unary type constructor is just an
endofunction on the class of objects of the modeling category. In the world of
dependent types, a unary type constructor is an endofunctor on the category of
fibrations and cartesian maps. A type constructor which is a covariant functor
is an endofunctor on the category of fibrations and all squares which also sends
cartesian maps to cartesian maps. A contravariant type constructor is something
a little more elaborate.
To get a completely formalized interpretation of type theory it should be
required that the pullback operation be functorial, instead of pseudo-functorial
as is the case for ordinary pullbacks in a category. But this requirement is
completely independent of the rest and can always be obtained by massaging
the target category properly [6], and no further mention of this condition will
be made in this paper.
The pair pC ,F q is said to have dependent products when the following fur-
ther condition is obeyed.
• For any X P F the pullback functor X˚ has a right adjoint, which we
denote ΠX , with the Beck-Chevalley condition holding.
Let us recall the Beck-Chevalley condition: take an arbitrary pullback square
of fibrations, as in Equation (1), denoting the upper horizontal arrow by h, and
let Y : Y Ñ X be another fibration. Beck-Chevalley means that the natural
morphism
f p˚ΠXY q ÝÑΠf˚Xph Y˚ q
obtained by
h˚X˚pΠXY q h ˚ // h Y˚
pf˚Xq˚f˚pΠXY q // h Y˚
f˚pΠXY q // Πf˚Xph Y˚ q
1For the unitiated reader, the formal definition of Grothendieck fibrations, cartesian maps
and cleavages is given at the beginning of Section 3
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has to be an isomorphism. This allows us to model the operator Π from Martin-
Lo¨f type theory.
The Beck-Chevalley condition is something which is completely invisible in
syntax, but has to be made explicit in a categorical context if we want a real
correspondence between the two.
The structure above is very useful, but not all models of dependent type
theory fit into it. We need to add a little more. In general we will model types
by pairs pX,Φq, where X is an abstract fibration just as above, and Φ a little
extra something which we can call a structure. Since for us the base category C
will always be Cat , and the abstract fibrations will be some kind of Grothendieck
fibrations between small categories (actually Grothendieck bifibrations) we can
think of a structure Φ in this context as a cleavage for the fibration X, an
algebraic structure which gives “constructive witness” to the property of being
a fibration.
By defining a map between two pairs pY,Ψq Ñ pX,Φq as just a commutative
square, (i.e., ignoring the structures) we get a categoryS and a forgetful functor
S Ñ F which is obviously an equivalence. We require that S contain a
specific subcategory whose maps we call cartesian, with the following important
property:
• Given a pullback square as below and a structure Φ for X
Y
g
//
Y

X
X

B
f
// A
(3)
then there is a unique structure f˚Φ on Y that makes the pair pf, gq a
cartesian map pY, f˚Φq Ñ pX,Φq.
An immediate consequence of this property is that the composite S Ñ F Ñ C
is a “large” Grothendieck fibration too, and that S Ñ F is a cartesian functor
of fibrations, which is a discrete fibration when restricted to cartesian maps,
because of the uniqueness condition on pullbacks of structures. Any reader who
is familiar with the standard semantical technology of dependent types should
be able to convert the above prescription into a full comprehension category [8]
or a type category [14]. Our main departure from these standard approaches
has to do with viewpoint and notation: we consider types primarily as maps,
but equipped with extra structure, which we have written so far as something
like pX,Φq. But since it will happen very seldom that we have to consider more
than two structures on the same map X, we will tend to write the structure
as a decorated version X of the map X. This is a common form of abuse of
notation.
The more standard approach in the literature is to consider the objects of S
as the primary objects of interest, and name their associated underlying maps
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by applying to them additional notation for the projection functor S Ñ C 2.
Given pX,Φq : X Ñ A we will say that pX,Φq is a type in context (or base) A.
Thus, we can say that we are dealing with three kinds of maps, that more
or less live in C . There are ordinary maps, fibrations, and fibrations-with-a-
chosen-structure, i.e., types. All three can coexist in the same diagram. The
notion of commutation for a diagram involving types just coincides with that of
their underlying fibrations. The only additional concept which has to be added
for dealing with types is that of a “pullback square” for which two parallel maps
are types.
To reduce clutter, in some diagrams we will notate a type of the form
pX,Xq : X Ñ A with just a thick arrow: X : X //// A .
Now, the definition of dependent products has to be adapted to this more
general context. It just amounts to requiring that given
Y
pY,Ψq
// X
pX,Φq
// A
the adjoint to pulling back fibrations ΠXY defined above exists, and in addition
that there is a structure ΠΦΨ obtained from Φ,Ψ that makes pΠXY,ΠΦΨq a
type.
2.1. Path objects and identity types
Martin-Lo¨f’s syntactic rules for identity type follow the standard pattern
of natural deduction: one type constructor with the term corresponding to
its introduction rule, and one term constructor for the elimination rule of the
type. These requirements, formulated in the language presented above, are as
follows. We want a type constructor that will map every type pX,Xq of S ,
with X : X Ñ A to a type pPX,PXq where
PX
PX // X ˆA X
is also denoted sometimes
PX
xB0X,B1Xy
// X ˆA X
which is equipped with a map rX for the introduction rule
PX
PX

X
rX
;;
∆
// X ˆA X
making the triangle above commute. This constructor is required to be stable
under pullbacks in the following sense: let f : B Ñ A in C be any map, and
g : f˚X Ñ X the top map of the pullback square, calling gˆXg : f˚XˆBf˚X ÝÑ
X ˆAX (for lack of a better name) the obvious “doubled” version of that map.
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Then the triangle associated to the type Pf˚X (i.e., pPf˚X,Pf˚Xq, along with
∆f˚X and r
˚X) is the pullback of the triangle pictured above by g ˆX g (it is
easy to see that the diagonal is always stable by such pullbacks.)
It will turn out that in our model, given a fibration with structure pX,Φq
the pair pPX,PXq does not actually depend on Φ, only on X. This simplifies
notation considerably and makes our abuses of notation not that abusive.
The type constructor P is actually covariant functorial, but the additional
structure can be obtained from the rest of the axioms we are presenting here.
The other ingredient is a term constructor J for elimination. Given a type
pX,Xq : X Ñ A, the map JXpZ, tq is defined for every type pZ,Zq where Z : Z Ñ
PX and t : X Ñ Z makes the left triangle below commute.
Z
Z

X
rX
//
t
==
PX
JXpZ,tq
YY
(4)
Moreover JXpZ, tq is an extension of t, i.e., JXpZ, tq ˝ rX “ t, and it is a section
of Z, i.e., Z ˝ JXpZ, tq is the identity. This constructor is also required to be
stable under change of base: let f : B Ñ A be any map and from it constuct g
and g ˆX g as just above. The latter defines another map h : Pf˚X Ñ PX by
pullback. Then given Z, t also as just above,
h Z˚ //
h Z˚

Z

Z

f˚X
t1
cc
g
//
rf˚X{{
X
t
>>
rX   
Pf˚X
J 1
FF
h
// PX
JXpZ,tq
XX
we can construct the pullback of Z by h and define the maps t1 and J 1 as
the result of “pulling back” t and JXpZ, tq along that square. The stability
requirement is that
Jf˚Xph˚Z, t1q “ J 1 .
3. Our Fibrations
Let us begin by recalling some well-known stuff. First, let X : X Ñ A be a
map of categories. Given objects x P X and a P A we say, following custom,
that x is above a to mean Xpxq “ a, and the same goes with maps.
Definition 1. A map s : y Ñ x of X, which is above m : b Ñ a is said to be
hypercartesian (which in this paper we will shorten to cartesian) if it has the
property that
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• for every n : cÑ b in A and every r : z Ñ x which is above mn, there is a
unique t : z Ñ y above n that makes the triangle in X commute.
The map of categories X is a fibration if for any pair pm,xq where m : b Ñ a
is in A and x above a there exists a cartesian map above m. A cleavage is
a choice of a cartesian map for all such pm,xq. A map s : x Ñ y of X is
cohypercartesian (but we will shorten to cocartesian here) if it is cartesian in the
dual Xop : X
op Ñ Aop. If Xop is a fibration, then we say X is an opfibration;
the dual concept of a cleavage is called a cocleavage.
One of the most standard examples of fibrations is as follows. Take a cate-
gory C that has pullbacks. Then the codomain projection C 2 Ñ C , as seen in
Equation (2) is a fibration (here we are vague about set-theoretical size consid-
erations). The domain projection is always an opfibration, whatever C is.
The map of categories X is said to be a bifibration if it is both a fibration
and an opfibration. By the axiom of choice any bifibration can be equipped with
a bicleavage, that is, the choice of both a cleavage and a cocleavage.
Now back to the model we are constructing. As we have said before, our base
category C will be the category Cat of small categories. The abstract fibrations
will be Grothendieck bifibrations, and a choice of structure Φ for an abstract
fibration (concretely, a bifibration) will be a bicleavage. Let us go through this
again, so as to define the notation. To have an abstract fibration structure Φ
on X is to have both a fibration half:
• for every pair m,x where m : b Ñ a is a map in A and x an object of X
above a, a map
m˚x
Φ˚mpxq // x
above m that has the property that
• for every n : cÑ b in A and every r : z Ñ x which is above mn, there is a
unique
z
Φ˚mpn;rq // m˚x
above n that makes the triangle in X commute.
and an opfibration half
• for every pair m,x where m : a Ñ b is a map in A and x an object of X
above a, a map
x
Φm˚ pxq
// m˚x
such that
• for every n : bÑ c in A and every r : xÑ z which is above m ˝ n, there is
a unique
m˚x
Φm˚ pn;rq
// z
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above n making the triangle in X commute2.
The reader should take note that if m above is an identity, the maps Φm˚pxq
and Φm˚ pxq are not required to be identity maps, although they are necessarily
isos. This is actually a desirable feature for the semantics. Obviously, the
(bi)fibration structure Φ is entirely determined by the choices Φ˚´ p´q,Φ´˚p´q of
cartesian and cocartesian arrows, and the “filler maps” Φ˚´ p´;´q,Φ´˚p´;´q are
not necessary to the definition. But the notation we present for these is needed,
as we will see.
It should be clear on how fibration structures are pulled back: given a type
pX,Xq : X Ñ A and an arbitrary map f : B Ñ A, we know that an object in
the pullback f˚X is a pair pb, yq where b is an object of B and y is above fb
in X. Then given m : aÑ b and n : bÑ c, calling Ψ the structure obtained by
pulling back X by f , we take
m˚pb, yq Ψ
˚
mpb,yq // pb, yq to be pa, pfmq˚yq pfm,X
˚
fmpyqq
// pb, yq (5)
pb, yq Ψ
m
˚ pb,yq
// n˚pb, yq to be pb, yq
pfn,Xfn˚ pyqq
// pc, pfmq˚yq , (6)
the same going for the rest of the structure.
The following result was noticed more than twenty years ago by the author,
as a corollary of his thesis work [9]. It can also be deduced in the same manner
from [17].
Theorem 1. The class S of types as defined above has dependent products.
Proof. We will only give the main features of the proof. Let pX,Xq : X Ñ A
and pY, Y q : Y Ñ X be two fibrations along with their defining structures, and
let pΠXY,Φq be the fibration and structure we want to describe. The Beck-
Chevalley condition actually forces the definition of the functor ΠXY . This is
because, given a map m in A, and also calling m : 2 Ñ A the unique map it
determines, the Beck-Chevalley condition forces the maps in ΠXY above m to
be in bijective correspondence with the “sections” φ
Y
Y

m˚X
φ
==
//
m˚X

X
X

2
m
// A
2We are aware that the notational tradition in geometry and topos theory makes m!x and
Φm! pxq, etc. a more proper notation for the “cocartesian” half, but our choice of notation
looks better and there is no risk of confusion in this paper.
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that make the triangle above commute (the unnamed horizontal map is not
necessarily an injection, so the term “section” is not entirely appropriate). The
same being true, naturally, for objects, replacing 2 by 1 in that diagram. Thus,
we define the objects and maps of ΠXY as such “sections”. We have defined
a graph, but to make it a category, we have to use the (bi)fibration structure.
Let φ and ψ be composable maps in ΠXY , with φ above m : aÑ b and ψ above
n : b Ñ c. We know that ψφ is a “section” pnmq˚X ÝÑ Y , so let t be a map
in pnmq˚X. There are three possible cases that have to be examined, but let
us assume that t : x Ñ z is above nm (the other two are when t is above an
identity, but it is rather obvious how to treat these). We take
pψφqptq “ ψ`Xm˚ pn; tq˘ φ`Xm˚ pxq˘ “ ψpX˚npzqq φpX˚npm; tqq
the equality of these two values being guaranteed by the presence of the dotted
arrow X
˚
np1b;Xm˚ pn; tqq in the diagram below.
m˚x
Xm˚ pn;tq
))

x
Xm˚ pxq <<
t //
X˚n pm;tq ))
z
n˚z
X˚n pzq
==
and the fact that Xm˚ pxq ˝X˚np1b;Xm˚ pn; tqq “ X˚npm; tq.
There is still a lot of things that need to be proved in order to show that ΠXY
is a category and ΠXY a functor, but it is rather mechanical. This category
structure does not depend on the actual structures X,Y , but the structure Φ
does. In order to show what the latter looks like, let us show how the choice of
cocartesian map is done. So let m : a Ñ b be a map in A and α : a˚X Ñ Y be
a “section” above a. We want to define Φm˚ pαq : αÑ m˚α. First let us describe
the codomain m˚α as a “section”: given an object y in X above y we take
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pm˚αqy “ pX˚mpyqq˚pαpm˚yqq.
αpm˚yq Y
Xm˚pyq˚ pαpm˚yqq
//
`
X˚mpyq
˘
˚pαpm˚yqq
αpxq
pΦm˚ pαqqs
22
αpX˚mp1a;sqq
::
m˚y
X˚mpyq // y
x
s
22
X˚mp1a;sq
88
a
m // b
a
m
11
(7)
The three horizontal arrows of the diagram above shows what is going on. It
should be clear how this definition can be extended to compute pm˚αqr when r
is a map in the fiber above b. In order to define Φm˚ pαq as a “section” let now s
be a map above m, which is the missing one of three cases. The diagram shows
the value of
`
Φm˚ pαq
˘
s as the composite Y
X˚mpyq˚ pαpm˚yqq˝αpX˚mp1a; sqq. There
is still a lot to do to get a complete proof, in particular making the filler maps
explicit, but it is all quite mechanical.
4. The Path Functor
We will first restrict ourselves to non-dependent types, by defining a path
endofunctor P on Cat . The additional work required for the general case is
comparatively a formality, as we will see. To avoid notational clashes, given
f : X Ñ Z in Cat will denote the action of P with parentheses: Ppfq : PpXq Ñ
PpY q. The functor P will actually be obtained by quotienting another endo-
functor Pe on Cat .
So let X be a small category.
Definition 2. An elementary path p in X is a quadruple
p “ `I,ď,Ď, ppx,x1qx,x1˘
where
• pI,ďq is a nonempty finite totally ordered set, the before-after order. Thus
when x ď y we say “x is before y, y after x”, etc. We denote its first
element by b (the beginning) and its last one by e (the end of the path).
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• Ď is another order structure on I, the diagrammatic order, that obey the
following condition, in which ăď,ăĎ mean the predecessor relation on
ď,Ď respectively:
if x ăď y then either x ăĎ y or y ăĎ x.
• ppx,x1qx,x1PI is a diagram pI,Ďq Ñ X. That is, for every x P I there is
an object px P X and for every x Ď x1 there is px,x1 : px Ñ px1 , with the
usual functorial identities. In particular px,x is the identity on the object
px.
The length of an elementary path p is CardpIpq ´ 1.
When we deal with several elementary diagrams we use subscripts to distin-
guish whas has to be distinguished, e.g., Ip,Ďp . . .
Thus, if ď is a total order, we see that Ď has the shape of a zigzag, whose
“branches” are totally ordered and coincide with segments of ď, each branch of
Ď having the induced order from ď or its opposite.
This definition is incomplete, because we need to identify two elementary
paths p,q that differ only by the way the elements or the indexing sets Ip, Iq are
named. Given two arbitrary elementary paths p,q, there is a natural definition
of isomorphism between the structures (biposets) defined by the triples
`
Ip,ď,Ď
q and `Iq,ď,Ď, ˘: it’s just a bijection between Ip, Iq that preseves and reflects
both orders. Since ď is a total finite order, if an iso α : Ip Ñ Iq exists it
is unique, and we identify p,q when we have qαpxq “ px for every x P Ip.
We could define the concept of elementary path without having to resort to
quotienting by decreeing that I is always of the form t0, . . . , nu but this is more
complicated because composing paths forces renamings.
Remark 1. The terminology before-after reminds one of a progress in time,
which is a pretty traditional way of thinking of paths in homotopy theory as
in geometry. But a category-theoretical tradition also would like us to call this
order the vertical order.
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Here is an elementary path of length 6, drawn vertically.
pb “ p0
p0,1

p1
p1,2

p2
p3
p3,2
OO
p4
p4,3
OO
p5
p5,6

p5,4
OO
pe “ p6
(8)
The ď order is read from the top down, and so a down-arrow means that ď,Ď
coincide and an up-arrow the opposite. An elementary path of length zero is
just an object of X; such a path is different from all the paths p all whose px,y
are identities, which can have arbitrary length n ě 1
Definition 3. Let pI,Ďq, pJ,Ďq be two posets. An ordering from I to J is an
ordering Ď of the disjoint sum I` J such that
• the restriction of Ď on I, J is exactly ĎI,ĎJ.
• if x P I, y P J are related by the Ď order, then x Ď y.
Proposition 1. Let I, J be as above and Ď an ordering from I to J. By re-
striction this order determines a relation R Ď I ˆ J, i.e., xRy iff x Ď y. This
restriction operation determines a bijection between the set of orderings from I
to J and the set of relations R Ď Iˆ J that are
• left-down-closed: xRy, x1 Ď x implies x1Ry,
• right-up-closed: xRy, y1 Ě y implies xRy1.
Proof. Very easy.
Now it is well known that the class of posets along with left-down- and right-
up-closed relations form a category, which has been dubbed by Lambek the cat-
egory of posets and comparisons [11] and is a very special case of the extremely
general bimodule/profunctor/distributor construction in enriched category the-
ory [12].
In other words, given comparisons R Ď I ˆ J and S Ď J ˆ K it is easy to
check that
S ˝R “ t px, zq P IˆK | there exists y P J with px, yq P R, py, zq P S u
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is a comparison too, and that for any poset I the left-down- and right-up-closure
of the identity relation acts as the identity for composition (but not the identity
relation itself, since it is not a comparison unless I is a discrete poset!).
Definition 4. Given elementary paths p,q in X we define a premap f : p Ñ q
to be a diagram f : pIp ` Iq,Ďf q Ñ X, where Ďf is an order from pIp,Ďq to
pIq,Ďq, that obeys the additional conditions
1. pb Ď qb and pe Ď qe
2. f restricted to Ip, Iq is p,q.
The poset pIp` Iq,Ďf q is called the shape of f . A premap f is said to be a map,
when it obeys in addition the following contractibility conditions:
a) given x1, x2, x P Ip where x is ď-between x1, x2, along with y1 Ě x1, y2 Ě
x2 in Iq, then there exists y ď-between y1, y2 with y Ě x.
b) given y1, y2, y P Iq where y is ď-between y1, y2, along with x1 Ď y1, x2 Ď y2
in Ip, then there exists x ď-between x1, x2 with x Ď y.
Using Proposition 1 we can get a slightly different definition of map or
premap between elementary paths: a premap f : p Ñ q can be seen as a pair
pG, fq where G Ď Ip ˆ Iq (the graph of f), where fx,y is a map px Ñ qy for
every px, yq P G, Condition 1 can be rephrased as
• pb, bq and pe, eq are in G,
and Condition 2 along with functoriality of f can be rephrased as
• Given x, x1 P p and y, y1 P q such that x1 Ď x Ď y Ď y1 then qy,y1 ˝ fx,y ˝
px1,x “ fx1,y1 .
In practice we can make things even simpler and just define a map to be
the family pfx,yqx,y since G can be deduced as the set of px, yq such that fx,y is
defined. Then for example the first contractibility condition can be rephrased
as
• given fx1,y1 , fx2,y2 and x which is ď-between x1, x2 then there is fx,y where
y is ď-between y1, y2.
Proposition 2. Let I, J,K be posets and R : I Ñ J, S : J Ñ K be comparisons
that both satisfy Conditions 1,2 above (as posets). Then S ˝R also obeys these
conditions. This is also true if Conditions a,b hold additionally.
Proof. The proof is trivial.
Given maps f : p Ñ q and g : q Ñ r we define the horizontal composite,
written gf or g ˝ f , as the family
pgyz ˝ fxyqxz | there exists y with both gyz and fxy defined.
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But we first have to show this is actually a real definition, i.e., ensure that we
always have gyz ˝ fxy “ gy1z ˝ fxy1 . So let x P Ip, y, y1 P Iq, z P Ir be such that
the situation above happens. Let y0 “ y, y1, . . . yn´1, yn “ y1 be a sequence
of elements of Iq that are all ď-between y, y1 and such that we always have
yi´1 Ď yi Ě yi`1 or yi´1 Ě yy Ď yi`1. In other words we take all the “Ď-peaks”
and “Ď-valleys” between y, y1, respecting the ď-order. If we choose an arbitrary
0 ď i ď n we know because of (the equivalent of) Condition 3 that fx,yi is
guaranteed to exist, and because of Condition 2 that gyi,z is guaranteed to exist.
But the fact that yi, yi`1 areĎ-related guarantees that gyiz˝fxyi “ gyi`1z˝fxyi`1
and this shows gyz ˝ fxy “ gy1z ˝ fxy1 by induction.
Thus we get
Proposition 3. Given a small category X the set of elementary paths and maps
in X, along with horizontal composition, form a category PepXq.
The identity on a path p is obtained by taking the family ppx,x1qxĎx1 and closing
under pre-post-composition.
Actually, it is more than just a category, but an order-enriched one.
Definition 5. Let f ,g : p Ñ q be maps. We write f Ď g if gx,y is defined
whenever fx,y is, and gx,y “ fx,y.
Trivially, this is an order relation, and the operation of horizontal composition
is monotone in both variables.
We also have obvious functors B0, B1 : PepXq Ñ X that take a map of paths
f : p Ñ q and restrict it to its endpoints, getting fb : pb Ñ qb and fe : pe Ñ qe
respectively. There is also an obvious rX : X Ñ PeX which is a section to both
B0, B1, that takes an object to the path of length zero it defines, composed of
that object alone.
Proposition 4. The process Pep´q defines an endofunctor on Cat and B0, B1, r
are natural.
Proof. Given a map of categories f : X Ñ Y , any morphism f : p Ñ q in
PepXq can be seen as a diagram f : pIp ` Iq,Ďf q Ñ X and thus f ˝ f will be
a morphism in PepY q. Functoriality of the assignment f ÞÑ f ˝ f is trivial to
obtain, as is the naturality of B0, B1, r.
4.1. Vertical composition
Let p,p1 be two paths such that pe “ p1b. It is quite obvious how to con-
catenate the two to get the vertical composite p1 ˚ p. This is just a pushout
construction that involves the two orders ď,Ď. This also applies to maps of
paths: given f : p Ñ q and f 1 : p1 Ñ q1 with fe “ f 1b a slightly more involved
pushout constructs
f 1 ˚ f : p1 ˚ p ÝÑ q1 ˚ q.
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Proposition 5. We always have
pk ˝ hq ˚ pg ˝ fq Ď pk ˚ gq ˝ ph ˚ fq
whenever f ,g,h,k are four maps of path for which the above is defined.
Proof. Easy.
This is not an equation, and here is a counterexample:
¨
  
¨
¨ //

f
g
¨ //
>>
  
¨

h
k
¨
>>
¨
(9)
It is easy to see that in pk ˚ gq ˝ ph ˚ fq there is an arrow from bottom left to
top right of the resulting square which is not in pk ˝ hq ˚ pg ˝ fq.
Thus vertical composition is not a (bi)functorial operation. It is only colax-
functorial when we consider the Ď enrichment. Nonetheless it is associative
on the nose and has a real unit, and can be considered as a functorial binary
operation over the category of graphs instead of Cat .
We need a notation for triangles like those we’ve just used. First, given a
map s in a category X we write rss for the path of length 1 that has this unique
map, pointing in its natural direction (downwards) and JsK for its reverse, where
s points upwards. Then the four “elementary triangles” are as follows:
¨
sr
&&
r

¨
¨ s
88
¨
s
&& ¨
¨ sr
88r
OO ¨
r

¨
rs
&&
s
88
¨
¨
¨
s
&&
rs
88
¨
r
OO
rr, sy Jr, sy xs, rs xs, rK
(10)
This notation should be easy to memorize. Finally given an object x we write
xxy for the one-object path it defines, of length zero, and given s : x Ñ y in
X we take xsy : xxy Ñ xyy to be the corresponding map of paths. Thus the
operation x´y is rX and furnishes the identities for vertical composition.
These four triangles, along with the vertical identities, generate the whole
of PepXq, in a sense which has to made explicit and is rather nontrivial. A
special and important case of this is how horizontal identities are obtained. Let
s : xÑ y be a map in X. Then the identity maps of rss , JsK are
rs, 1yy ˚ x1x, ss and x1x, sK ˚ Js, 1yy
respectively.
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Remark 2. In what follows we will write rss , JsK for these two identity maps.
In other words we will use the objects-are-identity-maps definitional paradigm
when dealing with horizontal composition, which simplifies notation consider-
ably.
Let us show that the functor xB0, B1y : PepXq Ñ X ˆ X has very fibration-like
properties. First given px, x1q P XˆX, let us say that p is above px, x1q to mean
that a path p is such that pb “ x,pe “ x1. Given ps, s1q : px, x1q Ñ py, y1q and p
above px, x1q we define
ps, s1q˚p “
“
s1
‰ ˚ p ˚ JsK (11)
PeX
ps,s1q
˚ ppq “ r1x1 , s1y ˚ 1p ˚ J1x, sy : p ÝÑ ps, s1q˚p (12)
and given q above py, y1q we define
ps, s1q˚q “ Js1K ˚ q ˚ rss (13)
PeX˚ps,s1qpqq “ x1y1 , s1K ˚ 1q ˚ x1y, ss : ps, s1q˚q ÝÑ q . (14)
These maps do act a lot like (co)cartesians. For instance:
Proposition 6. Let p and ps, s1q be as above, and let pr, r1q : py, y1q Ñ pz, z1q be
in X and f be above prs, r1s1q. Then
rs1, r1y ˚ f ˚ Js, ry ˝ PeXps,s1q˚ ppq “ f .
Thus we can define PeX
ps,s1q
˚ ppr, r1q; fq “ rs1, r1y ˚ f ˚ Js, ry. But this “filler” map
is not uniquely defined in general. For a counterexample, suppose that s, s1 are
isos. Then`xs´1, ss ˚ rs, s´1y ˚ 1p ˚ Js, s´1y ˚ xs´1, sK˘ ˝ PeXps,s1q˚ ppq “ PeXps,s1q˚ ppq .
But xs´1, ss ˚ rs, s´1y ˚ 1p ˚ Js, s´1y ˚ xs´1, sK is not the identity (which is also
PeX
ps,s1q
˚ ppr, r1q; fq) because it contains two extra maps; this is very easy to
see. Thus PeX
ps,s1q
˚ ppq is not a real cocartesian in general and we do not get a
standard bifibration, but something a little more general. Characterizing these
generalized fibrations is a question that reaches beyond the scope of the present
work.
Definition 6. We define PpXq to be the quotient of PepXq under the symmetric
closure of the order enrichment Ď. There is an obvious functor PepXq Ñ PpXq
and obvious projection PpXq Ñ X ˆX making the obvious triangle commute.
The objects of PpXq coincide with those of PepXq, they are elementary paths.
The maps are equivalence classes of maps of elementary maps. These classes
can be quite complex, and there is no hope of finding normal forms in general.
But notice that the class of a triangle is always a singleton, as is the class of a
vertical unit. Notice also that Inequality (5) is now an equation in the quotient,
and thus vertical composition is PpXq is bifunctorial. Thus PpXq is an object of
maps for an internal category whose object of objects is X. We have constructed
a natural double category structure on every small category.
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Definition 7. Let Q stand for one of Pe,P and Y : Y Ñ X be in Cat . We
define a Hurewicz Q-action on Y to be a splitting ρ of the map K : QpY q Ñ B0˚Y
determined by the universal property of pullback.
Q pY q
B0

Q pY q

K

B0˚Y
ww B˚0 Y ((
ρ
UU
Y
Y

Q pXq
B0
~~
X
Thus a map in B0˚Y is a pair pf , sq where f is a map in Q pXq, (either an map
of elementary paths in X or a set of such parallel maps) and s P Y is above
B0Xpfq. Let us write ρpf , sq as f ‹s. In addition to being a functor, ρ is required
to respect vertical composition in the following sense: for every three maps f ,g
in QpXq, s in Y such that g ˚ f and f ‹ s are defined, we have
pg ˚ fq ‹ s “ `g ‹ B1pf ‹ sq˘ ˚ pf ‹ sq . (15)
It is not hard to see that every splitting ρ of K automatically preserves the
vertical unit, in other words that for very m in X and s P Y above m, we have
xmy ‹ s “ xsy . (16)
This is because the vertical unit is the only map of paths of length zero, and
thus it is necessarily preserved by K, this being true for both possible choices
of Q.
Let us for a moment assume that Q “ Pe. Given f and s such that f ‹ s is
defined, we know that f “ Q pY qpf ‹ sq, and since Q pY q preserves shapes, f ‹ s
has exactly the same shape as s. Also, since horizontal identity maps in B0˚Y
are pairs of the form prms , 1xq, the path rms ‹ 1x is a horizontal identity, i.e., it
is of the form rrs for a map r in Y . Let us denote this map by
Φρm˚ pxq : x ÝÑ m˚x i.e., rms ‹ 1x “ rΦρm˚ pxqs . (17)
Assuming that m : aÑ b, we know that
rms “ rm, 1by ˚ x1a,ms and rΦρm˚ pxqs “ rΦρm˚ pxq, 1m˚xy ˚ x1x,Φρm˚ pxqs
and plugging these back in Equation (17)`rm, 1by ˚ xm, 1as˘ ‹ 1x “ rΦρm˚ pxq, 1m˚xy ˚ x1x,Φρm˚ pxqs (18)
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but Equation (15) also tells us`r1b,my ˚ xm, 1as˘ ‹ 1x “ `rm, 1by ‹ B1`x1a,ms ‹ 1x˘˘ ˚ `x1a,ms ‹ 1x˘ . (19)
Due to the unique way of decomposing the shape of such paths into triangles,
we can deduce from the equality between the right sides of Equations (18,19)
that
x1a,ms ‹ 1x “ x1x,Φρm˚ pxqs and (20)
rm, 1by ‹ B1
`x1a,ms ‹ 1x˘ “ rΦρm˚ pxq, 1m˚xy (21)
and since B1
`x1a,ms ‹ 1x˘ “ B1x1x,Φρm˚ pxqs “ Φρm˚ pxq we can rewrite Equa-
tion (21) as
rm, 1by ‹ Φρm˚ pxq “ rΦρm˚ pxq, 1m˚xy . (22)
Let now n : b Ñ c be in X and r : x Ñ z be above nm. The elementary path
rm,ny ‹ r is a triangle, so let t : xÑ y and Φρm˚ pn; rq : y Ñ z be the maps that
define this triangle, i.e.,
rm,ny ‹ r “ rt,Φρm˚ pn; rqy .
Since rm,ny is a map rms Ñ xcy in PepXq and ρ is functorial, we have
rms ‹ 1x “ rΦρm˚ pxqs
rm,ny‹r
// xzy
and this shows
t “ Φρm˚ pxq and Φρm˚ pn; rq ˝ Φρm˚ pxq “ r .
Now take u : m˚xÑ z any map such that u ˝ Φρm˚ pxq “ r. Obviously
xny ˝ rm, 1by “ rm,ny. By functoriality of the action ρ, we also have
x
Φρm˚ pxq
{{
Φρm˚ pxq
//
rm,1by‹Φρm˚ pxq
m˚x
u
xny‹u
// z
m˚x
1
33
a
m //
m
{{
rm,1by
b
n
xny
// c
b
1
33
`xny ‹ u˘ ˝ `rm, 1by ‹ Φρm˚ pxq˘ “ `xny ˝ rm, 1by˘ ‹ `u ˝ Φρm˚ pxq˘ “ rm,ny ‹ r
But by Equation (22) the left side of this is xuy ˝ rΦρm˚ pxq, 1m˚xy which is
rΦρm˚ pxq, uy trivially and we have seen above that the right side is
rΦρm˚ pxq,Φρm˚ pn; rqy. Thus u “ Φρm˚ pn; rq and we have proved that Φρm˚ pxq is a
cocartesian arrow.
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This can be done dually; that is, if m : a Ñ b is in X and y in Y above b,
then defining Φρm˚pyq : m˚y Ñ y as the unique s such that JsK “ JmK ‹ 1y, we
can show that Φρm˚pyq : m˚y Ñ y is a Cartesian arrow.
Let now Q “ P. The argument above only needs slight modifications to be
applicable. First, given an arbitrary small category Z, recall that the equivalence
class in PpZq of a triangle or a path of length zero is a singleton, and notice that
the only elementary paths in this argument that do not belong to the above are
those of the form rus or JuK for a morphism u of Z. But it is easy to see that
such a horizontal unit in PpZq is either the singleton trusu, tJuKu or a doubleton,
the latter case happening only if u is an isomorphism. Thus it is easy to see
everything we have said also holds in that context.
So we conclude
Proposition 7. Let Y : Y Ñ X be a functor and Q be either Pe or P. Every
Hurewicz Q-action ρ on Y determines a bifibration structure Φρ on Y .
This has a converse
Theorem 2. The correspondence ρ ÞÑ Φρ is bijective.
An immediate consequence is that there is also a bijective correspondence be-
tween Hurewicz Pe-actions and Hurewicz P-actions on Y .
Theorem 3. Given a small category X then PpXq Ñ X ˆX is a bifibration.
Thus, the “almost cartesian” and “almost cocartesian” maps in PepXq become
truly cartesian and cocartesian in the quotient PpXq.
The proofs of these results [10] is rather more technical and depends on a
close analysis of the order enrichment Ď on Pe.
Remark 3. Our functor P comes very close to fitting the axiomatic framework
of a path object category presented in [5], but there are real differences. First,
the functor P doesn’t preserve all pullbacks, as is required there—it doesn’t
even preseve all monos. Preservation of all pullbacks is an essential, founda-
tional requirement in that work. It seems that the pullback squares whose
preservation by the path functor is really necessary in general are those that
have two parallel fibrations, and this holds in our model. Thus one aspect of
our work seems to require a more general axiomatic treatment than the one
presented in [5]. On the other hand, the construction therein that gives a fi-
bration structure to an arbitrary map, making it a (cloven) R-map in that
paper’s terminology, corresponds exactly in our model to a Hurewicz action
where vertical composition—Equation (15)—is not necessarily preserved, and
thus that framework is more general than ours in that respect. These maps
are called weak Hurewicz actions in [10], and correspond exactly to Hurewicz’s
original definition. Our Theorem 2 tells us that Hurewicz actions as defined in
the present paper correspond to a very well known concept in category theory,
but we still do not know what weak Hurewicz actions are, and they might very
well give another model for identity types (although we are almost certain that
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taking maps equipped with a weak Hurewicz action for abstract fibrations in a
display category will not give a model with dependent products).
Obviously an abstract framework that would unify our work with that of [5]
would be desirable, and lead to a better understanding of these kinds of models.
4.2. The fibered path functor
We will now briefly describe how the structure pPp´q, B0, B1, rq can be ex-
tended to the fibered version that’s defined at the beginning of Section 2.1. The
following subsection will introduce the last missing ingredient, the J operator.
An elementary path is said to be constant if all its component maps are
identities, or if it has length zero. This obviously defines a full subfunctor Ce
for which the inclusion map i : CeÑ Pe obviously equalizes the two projections
B0, B1, and we we call the composite B. By definition the transformation r factors
through that inclusion:
CepXq i //
B
  
PepXq
B0
 B1
X
CepXq i // PepXq
X
r
``
r
??
Notice that given a category X and constant paths p,q, then taking a map
f : p Ñ q we see that all its components fx,y are the same map of X. Moreover
every such f has an Ď-maximal element above it, whose shape is the full product
Ip ˆ Iq. Thus when we take the associated quotient CepXq Ñ CpXq not only
do we also get a subfunctor of P, whose inclusion (also called i) equalizes B0, B1,
but in addition the composite B is an equivalence between CpXq and X.
CepXq
i

// // CpXq
i

B
!!
PepXq // // PpXq B0X //
B1X
// X
Let now X : X Ñ A be a bifibration. In order to define PeX : PeX Ñ X ˆA X
we take PeX Ď PepXq to be the full subcategory of all elementary paths in X
that are mapped by X to a constant path in A. In other words we obtain PeX
by pulling back PepXq by i. This ensures that the inclusion map followed by the
projection xB0X, B1Xy will factor through X ˆA X and this defines the map of
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categories PeX.
X ˆA X //
XˆAX

X ˆX
XˆX

PeX
PeX
dd
//
i˚PepXq

PepXq
xB0X,B1Xy
::
PepXq

CepAq
i
//
B
yy
PepAq
xB0A,B1Ay $$
A
∆
// AˆA
Now if Φ is the cleavage structure for the almost-a-Grothendieck-bifibration
xB0X, B1Xy, as given in Equations (11–14), it is easy to see that the operations
Φ˚´ p´q,Φ´˚p´q, etc. when restricted to the subfunctor PeX, will define another
such cleavage structure Ψ on PeX.
This definition of PeX says that it really is “the original Pep´q on Cat applied
fiberwise” In particular it is easy to see that the order enrichment Ď is fiberwise,
i.e., if two parallel maps in PeX are Ď-related then they are above the same map
in A. Thus, if we define the category PX by quotienting with that order, PeX
will factor through that quotient, making the expected triangle commute.
PeX // //
PeX
!!
PX
PX
}}
A
But we could also define PX by using the construction we have used to obtain
PeX, replacing PepXq and CepXq by PpXq and CpXq. It is easy to show that
both approaches yield the same result, and that in the second definition the
quotiented version of Ψ is a real cleavage for a real Grothendieck bifibration.
We are left to show that the fibered versions of Pe,P are stable under change
of base/context. This follows trivially from their fiberwise nature.
4.3. The Identity Type.
We now have all machinery necessary to model the Martin-Lo¨f identity type
rules. Let X be a small category. Since xB0, B1y : PpXq Ñ XˆX is a bifibration,
obviously B1 is one too. We already know a structure Ψ for it: it is “one half” of
Equations (11–14). That is, given a path p P PpXq, whose endpoint pe “ B1p
we call y, along with s : xÑ y and r : y Ñ z, we have
r˚p “ rrs ˚ p s˚p “ JsK ˚ p (23)
Ψr˚pyq “ x1y, rs ˚ p Ψs˚ pyq “ Js, 1yy ˚ p .
(for simplicity we are are using the same notation for the denizens of P as we
did for those of Pe).
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Definition 8. Let X be a small category and Y Ď PpXq a full subcategory of
its category of paths. A triangulator is a map of categories T : Y Ñ PpPpXqq
which satisfies the two equations
B1pT fq “ f , B0pT fq “ xB0fy (24)
for any map f in Y .
As an example of a triangulator we take
T f “ f ‹Ψ xB0fy, which is a map in PpPpXqq. (25)
Let us show what this looks like in practice. if f is the path
x
a // ¨ b // ¨ ¨coo d // ¨ yeoo
then T f looks like
x
a
¨ // ¨
b
¨ // ¨ // ¨
¨ // ¨ // ¨ ¨
c
^^
oo
d
¨ // ¨ // ¨ ¨oo //
x
a
// ¨
b
// ¨ ¨
c
oo
d
// ¨ y
e
oo
e
^^
where every horizontal combination of squares + one triangle is a map of paths.
Let now X : X Ñ A be a fibration, pZ,Zq : Z ÝÑ PX an arbitrary type,
and t : X Ñ Z be just as in Equation (4), i.e. Zptpsqq “ xsy for every map
s P X. Let also T be a triangulator defined on PX Ď PpXq. Given a map f in
PX we define `
JXpZ, tq
˘
f “ B1
`
T f ‹Z tpB0fq
˘
. (26)
This is well defined because ZxtpB0fqy “ xB0fy “ B0pT fq. We need to show this
is a section of Z, but
Z
`B1`T f ‹Z tpB0fq˘˘ “ B1 `PpZq`T f ‹Z tpB0fq˘˘ by naturality of B1
“ B1pT fq by def. of Hur. Action
“ f by def. of triangulator.
We also have to show this is an extension of t. Let f “ xsy for s in X. Notice
that
T xsy “ xsy ‹Ψ xB0xsyy “ xsy ‹Ψ xsy “ xxsyy ,
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the latter equation because of (16). Then`
JXpZ, tq
˘xsy “ B1`T xsy ‹Z tpB0xsyq˘ “ B1`xxsyy ‹Z tpsq˘ “ B1xtpsqy “ tpsq .
We are left to show that there are triangulators that are stable under change
of base/context. But this is quite trivial in the case of the one given by Equa-
tion (25).
The action of JXpZ, tq is easy to describe on objects. First, start with paths
of length one: let us denote the source and target of a map s in X by d0s, d1s
respectively. Then it is easy to see that`
JXpZ, tq
˘ rss “ x1, ss˚`tpd0sq˘ and `JXpZ, tq˘JsK “ Js, 1y˚`tpd1sq˘ . (27)
For longer paths is just use induction. The calculations for maps are a little
more involved, naturally.
5. Some calculations
Iterating the operator P on a fibration X : X Ñ A naturally produces a
globular object:
¨ ¨ ¨ PPPX B0PPX //
B1PPX
// PPX
B0PX //
B1PX
// PX
B0X //
B1X
// X
which is equiped with an “augmentation” X. Since P is equipped with its own
internal category structure, and since everything happens in Cat , this globular
structure in our specific model is actually a higher-dimensional cubical category.
In general, given a model of the identity type, a certain measure of “how
degenerate” it is is given by observing how large n has to be for the internal
graph
PnX
PnX // Pn´1X ˆ
Pn´2X P
n´1X (28)
to be degenerate in some sense. Here P 0X “ X,P´1X “ A. For example
in the first ever model which was not completely degenerate [7], the equivalent
to P 2X is a discrete graph (i.e., isomorphic to the diagonal). Another form
of degeneracy is when PnX a relation, i.e., (28) is a monomorphism. A com-
prehensive taxonomy of these situations is given in [19]. This could be called
an “absolute” test of degeneracy; under this test our model comes out with no
degeneracy in any dimension.
Another way to measure degeneracy, which could be called “relative”, is
to consider the internal higher categorical structure which is deduced from the
identity type axioms, and which in general is a kind of weak ω-groupoid. There
have been several descriptions of the specific king of weak ω-groupoid structure
which is obtained in general from identity types [4, 3, 13]. For example, although
the inverse operation is always strictly involutive, composition in general is not
strictly associative and strict associativity in a model is a form of degeneracy.
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The only completely nondegenerate model has been constructed so far is the
Kan complex model [15, 18, 16]3.
We want to give an impression of where our model stands in these hierarchies.
Intuitively, since it is based on Grothendieck fibrations, which are defined trough
a universal property (i.e., not uniquely, but up to unique isomorphism), relative
degeneracy should begin at dimension 3, and this is what indeed happens. In
what follows we will show the rudiments of the computations that are necessary
to assert this.
In the presence of dependent products, the set of rules we have given for
the identity type PX associated to a dependent type X can be generalized
to a “parametrized” version as follows: Let pW,W q : W Ñ PX be a type,
pZ,Zq : Z Ñ W another one, and let now t : r˚W Ñ Z be such that Z ˝ t “ h,
where h is the upper part of the pullback:
Z
Z

r˚W
h
//
r˚W

t
::
W
W

JXpW ;Z,tq
YY
X
r //
∆ $$
PX
PX

X ˆA X
Then the parametrized version of the identity rules requires that there be a
section JXpW ;Z, tq that extends t. This generalization is easy to prove using
Π; it is also the way to define an identity type in the absence of Π (the true
general definition replaces the single type W by an arbitrary sequence Wn Ñ
Wn´1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÑW 1 Ñ PX but our seemingly more restricted version is enough
for the purposes of this illustrative section, and is equivalent anyway because
our model has the sum operator Σ, as the interested reader can show easily).
Let now w be an object of W , which is above the path p. The discussion
right above allows us to assume that p has length one, since we can use induction
to deduce the general case. So we put p “ rss for a map in X. We know that
objects of r˚W are pairs px, yq, where x is an object of X and y an object of W
which is above xxy.
It is not hard to see, using the calculations displayed in Equations (7)
and (27) that
JXpW ;Z, tqw “ ZW
˚
x1,sspwq˚
`
tpd0s, x1, ss˚wq
˘
3That was true at the time this paper was submitted. We are aware that since then newer
models that are nondegenerate in that sense have appeared.
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in more detail:
t
`
d0s, x1, ss˚w
˘
// Z
W˚x1,sspwq˚
`
tpd0s, x1, ss˚wq
˘
x1, ss˚w W
˚
x1,sspwq
// w
xd0sy x1,ss // rss
(29)
and thus symmetrically, putting p “ JsK
JXpW ;Z, tqJsK “ Z˚W Js,1y˚ pwq `tpd1s, Js, 1y˚wq˘ .
These calculations simplify considerably when Z,W are types that depend only
on X ˆA X (i.e. obtained by pulling back with PX). One important case is the
substitution rule for equality. Let pY, Y q : Y Ñ X be a type, and denote by Y0
the pullback of Y by the first projection X ˆA X Ñ X and by Y1 the pullback of
Y by the second one. For W,Z now take W “ pPXq˚Y0 and Z “ pPX ˝W q˚Y1.
An object of W can be presented as a pair pq, yq where y P Y is above B0q,
while an object of Z as a triple pq, y, zq, where pq, yq is just as above and z P Y
is above B1q. Given maps of paths f : p Ñ q and g : q Ñ r then according to (5)
and (6) the cartesian and cocartesian maps associated to pq, yq are
pp, pB0fq˚yq
pf ,Y ˚B0f pyqq// pq, yq and pq, yqpg,Y
B1g˚ pyqq
// pr, pB0gq˚yq
respectively. Much the same goes with the fibration Z: let now pf , uq : pp, xq Ñ
pq, yq and pg, rq : pq, yq Ñ pr, wq be two maps in W , and pq, y, zq an object in
Z. The cartesian Z˚pf ,uqpq, y, zq and cocartesian Zpg,rq˚ pq, y, zq are
pp, x, pB1fq˚zq
pf ,u,Y ˚B1f pzqq// pq, y, zq and pq, y, zqpg,r,Y
B1g˚ pzqq
// pr, w, pB1gq˚yq
respectively.
Now, given the above data, and seeing an object of r˚W as a pair px, yq
where x P X and y P Y is above x “ B0xxy, the substitution rule for equality on
the type Y is obtained directly from JXpW ;Z, tq when
tpx, yq “ pxxy, y, yq . (30)
Choosing an arbitrary map s in X and object prss , yq in W , and taking into
account the fact that B0x1, ss “ 1d0s, B1x1, ss “ s, we get
JXpW ;Z, tqprss , yq “ prss , y, s˚p1˚yqq
where, in more details, Diagram (29) becomes
ppxd0sy, 1˚y, 1˚yq
px1,ss,Y ˚1 pyq,Y s˚p1˚yqq
// prss , y, s˚p1˚yqq
pxd0sy, 1˚d0syq
px1,ss,Y ˚1 pyqq // prss , yq
xd0sy x1,ss // rss
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and symmetrically
JXpW ;Z, tqpJsK, yq “ pJsK, y, s˚p1˚yqq .
It is well-known that in a model of identity types every PX has a canonical
weak ω-groupoid structure. Standard calculations tell us that its internal 1-
composition is obtained by substituting for pY, Y q in the above the type pB1,Ψq
that was described at the beginning of Section 4.3. In other words, given paths
p,q such that B1p “ B0q, denoting that internal composition operator by q ¨p,
those standard calculations say that
pp,q,q ¨ pq “ JXpW ;Z, tqpp,qq
when pY, Y q “ pB0X,Ψq and t is just as in (30). But, using Equation (23) we
see that
rss ¨ p “ rss ˚ r1s ˚ p and JsK ¨ p “ J1K ˚ JsK ˚ p
Let q “ q1 ˚ q2 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨qn be the uniquely defined decomposition of path q as a
vertical composite of paths of length one. Applying induction on the length of
q, we see that q ¨ p “ q˜1 ˚ q˜2 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ q˜n ˚ p where
q˜i “
#
rsis ˚ r1s if qi “ rsisJ1K ˚ JsiK if qi “ JsiK
Thus we immediately see that r ¨ pq ¨pq “ pr ¨qq ¨p. But this does not mean that
1-composition is strict. This is because the real test of strictness is the path
between r ¨ pq ¨ pq and pr ¨ qq ¨ p in PPX, and further computations will show
that this path is not the identity path, but a constant path of nonzero length.
Thus the 2-cells of the weak ω-groupoid are not degenerate, but being constant
paths, they are isomorphisms, and the cell structure in dimension 3 becomes
truly degenerate.
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